Plot Plan Frequently Asked Questions
Where can I get a Plot Plan?
A “Plot Plan” is a plan created by a land surveyor which will show the features of your
property (house, driveway, etc) as well as boundary information such as property lines
and recorded easements. To get a plot plan, you will need to hire a private land
surveyor to create one for you.
Our office has kept records of “Registry Plans” which are plans recorded at the Registry
of Deeds. The difference between a “registry” plan and “plot” plan is that generally
registry plans only show property line information with no physical features. A surveyor
will use a registry plan, as well as other research, in order to create a plot plan.
Generally registry plans alone do not provide the homeowner much information to
estimate the location of their property line.
Where can I get my Registry Plan?
The Registry of Deeds keeps copies of the plans both physically at their office (200
Cambridge St, Cambridge MA) and online at www.masslandcords.com/middlesexsouth/
Registry Plans are organized by the year they were recorded at the Registry and by the
order the plan was received in that year. For example, the 5th plan recorded at the
registry in 2012 would be recorded as “Plan 5 of 2012”.
The Registry of Deeds has their Registry Plans online going from 1952 through the
current year as of this writing. Our office maintains Registry Plans from the mid-19th
century up to the year 2008. The Registry adds new plans every year and is consistently
adding plans older than 1952, therefore our office stopped maintaining copies of plans
already available online.
Important note: Not every property necessarily has a Registry Plan. Some properties
predate the creation of plot plans and have been sold by deed only.
How do I find my plan online?
There are a few ways to do the find the plan reference for your Registry Plan:
Step 1: Visit the Acton Assessors Department. Obtain a copy of the VISION card for the
property. Under “Supplemental Data” find plan reference (EX: 1723 of 1963) in section
titled “P.Plan” (see example). If plan reference listed, skip to Step 4.
Step 2: If no plan reference provided on VISION card, visit
www.masslandcords.com/middlesexsouth/. Find a copy of your deed. Click “Search

Criteria”, click “Name Search” (Recorded Land or Registered Land). For Recorded Land
proceed to Step 3. For Registered Land, skip to Step 5
Step 3: Once you’ve obtained a copy of your deed, search the body of the deed for a
description of the land and a plan reference within that description (EX: “land in Acton
described as the following…..recorded at Middlesex Registry of Deeds as Plan 1723 of
1963). If no plan reference given, there is likely no registry plan on file. The Plan
reference may also be given by a Book/Page reference.
Step 4: Once the plan reference is obtained, click “Search Criteria”, click “Book(Year)
Search” under the section titled “Plans”. Enter Year (EX: 1963) in box labeled
“*Book/Year:” and Plan # (EX: 1723) in “Page#/Plan#”, click “search”.
To search by Book/Page, follow the same procedure and enter the Book number in
“Book/Year” and Page number in “Page#/Plan#”. If no plan listed, proceed to Step 5.
Step 5: If no plan found online, there are two possible explanations: the plan is older
than what the Registry has online or the plan is Registered Land Court land. Contact the
Acton Engineering Department at engineering@acton-ma.gov with your request for our
plan records. We will respond with an electronic copy of our Registry Plan on file.
Examples
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